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ABSTRACT
This paper reviews the literature on health and female homosexuality in Brazil and, along the way, outlines an alternative approach to reviewing academic literature. Rather than summarising the contents of previously published papers, we relate to these publications primarily as partakers in the creation of knowledge. Inspired by Actor-Network Theory (ANT), we apply ethnographic methods to understand the papers as study participants endowed with action. We also draw on the notions of inscription and intertextuality to trace the complex relationship between the findings in the articles and the realities outside of them. We claim that ‘evidence’ is the product of translational processes in which original events, such as experiments, blood tests and interviews, are changed into textual entities. In addition, text production is seen as an absorption of everything else surrounding its creation. When events are turned into articles, the text incorporates the political environment to which original events once belonged. We thus observe a political text inscribed into the written evidence of sexually transmitted infections, and the practice of publishing about scientific vulnerabilities emerges as political action. In contrast with traditional ways of reviewing literature in medical scholarship, this article offers a reminder that although there is a connection between textual evidence and the reality outside publications, these dimensions are not neutrally interchangeable.

INTRODUCTION: THE LAST PART WE WROTE
In this review, we investigate the literature on female homosexuality and health in Brazil. At the same time, we propose a novel way of carrying out reviews.

Our point of departure is that knowledge is not found, it comes into being through processes of translation. Knowledge is the result of twisting, changing, interpreting, merging, counting, inferring, assuming and more. In general terms, translation is a concept that denotes a series of operations that take place and change an original into something else while keeping ‘something about it the same’.1 Derrida speaks of translation as a ‘regulated transformation’2 that separates the original from something else while keeping ‘something about it the same’. In this article, we have applied his conceptualisation of translation to account for the activities of transforming original events, like interviews and blood tests, into knowledge written up in published articles. In order to do so, we take an ethnographic approach to the review of the literature on female homosexuality and health in Brazil. Almost akin to the human study participants of ethnographic fieldwork, we regard the papers we explored about this topic as our study (or review) participants.

Initially, the idea of an ethnographic approach sprang from our unfamiliarity with the topic we were to explore. None of us had personal experience with it, so to start engaging with it resembled the experience of travelling to a strange and new place to do exploratory fieldwork. Later, we found we could draw a parallel logic between producing culture from ethnographic observations and producing evidence by reading published papers. Rather than considering articles containers of immutable information, they became participants in the knowledge co-creation venture. Once we had made this move, we could observe how articles acted and how they related to one another.

The articles that participated in our review provided us with information about the prevalence of sexually transmitted infections among lesbian women in Brazil, the sexual practices these women engaged in, their ‘lack of knowledge’ about various issues and their accumulated risk for diseases like cervical cancer and mental disorders. After acknowledging that these findings were outcomes of transformations, we could no longer treat them as neutral facts. We needed different concepts to work with.

First, in acknowledging that published articles are writings, we turned to the notion of inscription as developed by Derrida and further elaborated in the work of Latour and Woolgar.3 Inscription refers to the activity of making something transitory into something durable and portable.3 With the aid of this concept, we were able to analyse the processes of translating events (like interviews and blood tests) into the written information we had access to in the papers we read.

Second, in acknowledging that writings do not emerge in a vacuum, we used Kristeva’s concept of intertextuality to understand texts (our review participants) as an absorption of everything surrounding their creation. According to Kristeva, any text is ‘a mosaic of quotations; any text is the absorption and transformation of another’.6 For instance, alongside with interviews, also the political, historical and ideological environment in that they once belonged had been turned into written material. We came to recognise the articles—the texts—we were exploring as a play on other texts, meaning that each text endlessly refers to further elements within the production process.7
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In sum, this article presents a review, and—alongside it—a discussion of the ways in which we created that review. Through the latter, we hope to contribute to ongoing discussion in medicine and health research, where many authors have called for alternative ways of looking into evidence.8 Medicine tends to highlight reviews as tools to ‘synthesize a large body of evidence’,9 and reviews that do so have become the gold standard for guiding clinical practice in evidence-based medicine (EBM). However, several authors have argued that EBM is currently facing a serious crisis due to the ways in which evidence is understood, used and produced.10 Yet, instead of rejecting EBM as a failed model, some critics have suggested that the EBM movement could be advanced through more use of narratives, experiences, theories and qualitative inquiry informing the production of evidence.11 Engerbretsen et al. emphasises the ‘creative potential’ of the translational process in producing evidence.12 In addition, a recent publication by Kristeva et al. highlights the relevance of approaches questioning the conventional distinction between the ‘objectivity of science’ and the ‘subjectivity of culture’, calling for a rethinking of the concept of evidence13. In this article, we aim to contribute to these discussions by introducing ethnography of texts as an approach for reviewing literature. By allowing subjectivity as an integral part in the process of producing knowledge, this review offers fresh insights concerning ways of understanding what evidence is, and delineates novel ways of using and producing it.

In order to make the manufacturing processes of this article more visible for the reader, we have divided the text to reflect the chronological order of our various drafts of it. But first, we need to lay a theoretical foundation for our ethnographic approach.

**ETHNOGRAPHY: WHERE THE IDEA COMES FROM AND WHEN WE STARTED TO RECOGNIZE THE WORK OF PRODUCTION**

‘An ethnographic account is conventionally the description of a particular society and culture known to be based at some point on the experiences and observations of a fieldworker who was there’.14 This is how Strathern starts her reflections about anthropological production15 and the many dissonant voices that debate the representation of ‘society’ and ‘culture’ through ethnography. The discussion turns on the understanding that there is no ethnography without the ethnographer. As logical as this may seem, the implications of this insight became the object of debate some decades ago.16 Of course, the presence of the ethnographer had been acknowledged earlier, but the effect of this presence on the very idea of ‘culture’ and ‘society’ became the main discussion. The ethnographer is a ‘medium that already has a form of its own’,17 and the idea of ethnographic account as mere description or transparent representation of a given society or culture came under attack.18 Rather than a neutral vessel through which culture or society can be transported, the work of the ethnographer is the very condition of existence of society and culture.

Let us explain. While in the field, the ethnographer interacts with study participants, observes the relationships between them, and learns local meanings and rules. She accumulates a diversity of experiences in situ.19 However, the interactions between researcher and study participants are not replicated one-to-one in the ethnographic report. Rather, as Strathern points out, it is the generalised information about these experiences—what is common to many of them—that can be aggregated as the ‘culture’ of a group of people.20 In order to produce a coherent text, the ethnographer connects the events in which (s)he participated into an organizing entity. This entity goes by the name ‘society’ or ‘culture’.21 At the conclusion of the study, the ethnographer writes a report, which is a holistic, unifying assumption about the integration of meaning regarding his/her experiences in the field.22 This reflection has led authors to conclude that not only is there no ethnography without the ethnographer but also that there is no culture or society without the ethnographer’s unifying and interpretative presence. The work of the ethnographer is already contained within the origin of a given culture or society, as a condition of its existence.

We have borrowed past anthropological discussions about the relationship between text—the ethnographic account—and the notion of society or culture in order to help us reflect on the relationship between our texts—the articles we have studied—and the notion of ‘knowledge’ or even ‘evidence’ in health research. To fuse experiences from the field into a description of an overarch- ing entity resembles the underlying aim in traditional ways of reviewing scientific papers. Commonly, reviews provide descriptions of scientific knowledge published somewhere else—what is already known about a certain theme or phenomenon—in order to provide a foundation for further research or practice.23 In ethnographic research, the idea of culture or society is no longer seen as a mere description of a reality out there. Rather, ethnographic work is the condition for the existence of culture or society. Once this ethnographic rationale is applied to explore scientific publications and these publications acquire the status of study participants, this exploration can no longer claim to be a mere representation of the already established knowledge about a topic, such as health and female homosexuality in Brazil, or to present a unified whole about it. The debate about representation has urged alternative ways of carrying out research, which understand ethnography as means to interfere with the world, ‘not a way of opening a window on the world’.24

It is important to emphasise that anthropology is not, of course, claiming that culture and society do not exist out there. Neither do we argue that our object of study—the knowledge about same-sex attracted women and health in Brazil ‘out there’—does not exist. The debate we engage with here revolves around how research mediates between the world and various accounts of it; how research interferes with participants; how the ‘culture’ in the ethnographic account is dependent on the work carried out by the ethnographer. Rather than understanding ethnography as a tool to access reality, we use it as a medium to interfere with reality.

We draw on ethnography here to state the obvious: the information about health and female homosexuality we provide in this review is the outcome of manufacturing work. Each article was selected, read, re-read, translated from Portuguese to English when necessary, reflected on and written about. There is no literature review without the work of reviewing.

**ENLISTING PARTICIPANTS AND DRAFT ONE**

In Table 1, we have listed 14 papers that took active part in the production of this review article. Along the way, we encountered many other texts (such as reports, doctoral and master theses, unpublished material, news reports, and governmental publications) that also contributed to the production of our text (and to the writings listed in Table 1). Just as the ethnographer does not replicate all field conversations in an ethnography, nor accounts for the relationship with each individual informant,25 we also avoided trying to do so. Thus, the list in Table 1 names the participants we came to know the best, not all the informants that contributed to our perspectives.

---

to gather all publications related to this topic. We used terms such as ‘lesbian women’, ‘lesbians’, ‘women who have sex with women’ (or the acronym WSW), ‘same-sex attracted women’ and ‘female homosexuality’. We searched for terms both in English and Portuguese. All participating articles focused on health-related issues in Brazil. In a second moment, we used a purposive snowball sampling strategy to include additional review participants among papers quoted or mentioned in the initial sample. Our aim was to select articles that would contribute to a wide variety of perspectives and articles where significant aspects of the phenomena under study were most pronounced.26

In Table 1, we have listed the review participants by publication date (their birth date, as it were) and included some background information about them that we consider contextually relevant. ‘Name of author(s)’ and ‘publication year’ are provided so that we can identify the authors in our text. ‘Title’ reflects the authors’ take on the themes discussed in the articles. When an English title was not available, we decided to keep the original Portuguese wording in the table and provided the reader with our English translation of it. ‘Journal name’ and ‘language’ give an idea of the accessibility and potential scope of influence of each paper, and the number of pages offers an impression of the length of each paper. ‘Approach’ allude to the ways or settings in which knowledge was produced.

All articles were printed on paper and read several times. As one of the authors is Brazilian and reads Portuguese, it was not necessary to translate all papers in order to analyse them. Some parts of the texts were highlighted with text marking pens, and we hand-wrote notes on some of the printouts. Information contained in the texts was written down in order to generate our first set of ‘field notes’.

We thereafter developed the first draft of this article (Draft One), which contained a description of the papers and identified themes that seemed to be common among them. Special attention was paid to cross-references between the articles. An early observation was that all the articles framed health issues mainly in relation to sexual health. We also noticed that the terminology used to group the women together differed between articles. Among terms in use were ‘lesbians’, ‘lesbian women’, ‘women who have sex with women’, WSW and several other terms. We decided to always borrow the study participant’s own terms, when referring to their statements.

**DRAFT TWO: ARTICLES AS PARTICIPANTS**

At this point, the task of relating to scientific and scholarly papers as study participants demanded a reflection about theoretical foundations for this move. A second draft of this article was done as we engaged with this task. It aimed to focus on the part articles were playing in the creation of the review.

Theoretical insight from Actor-Network Theory (ANT)27 motivated an emphasis on the papers’ ways of acting. ANT suggests that both human and non-human actors participate in the production of events and phenomena studied in social world.24 However, rather than being a pure and unproblematic source of action, ANT understands an actor as the target of a variety of actions directed towards it.29 ‘An actor is what is made to act’, not the origin of an action.30 This perspective was helpful because it promoted a shift in our way of observing the articles and the relationships between them. We started to consider anything capable of acting: the articles themselves, the authors and the findings; they were all doing something.

---

**Table 1** List of study participants

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name of author(s), publication year</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Journal, language, pages</th>
<th>Approach</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pinto et al. (2005)26</td>
<td>Sexually transmitted disease/HIV risk behaviour among women who have sex with women</td>
<td>AIDS, English, 5 pages</td>
<td>Cross-sectional epidemiological study</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barbosa and Koyama (2006)27</td>
<td>Women who have sex with women: estimates for Brazil</td>
<td>Cadernos de Saúde Pública, Portuguese, 3 pages</td>
<td>National survey</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Almeida and Heilborn (2008)28</td>
<td>Não somos mulheres gays: identidade lesbia na violência de ativistas brasileiras (We are not gay women: lesbian identity as viewed by Brazilian activists)</td>
<td>Gênero, Portuguese, 24 pages</td>
<td>Interviews, participant observation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Almeida (2009)30</td>
<td>Arguments of the possibility of STD infection and Aids among women that define themselves as lesbians</td>
<td>Physio: Revista de Saúde Coletiva, Portuguese, 30 pages</td>
<td>Interviews, participant observation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barbosa and Facchini (2009)31</td>
<td>Access to sexual healthcare for women who have sex with women in São Paulo, Brazil</td>
<td>Cadernos de Saúde Pública, Portuguese, 9 pages</td>
<td>Interviews, participant observation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reis et al. (2010)32</td>
<td>Genital and oral human papillomavirus infection in a patient from the group of women who have sex with women</td>
<td>Clinics, English, 3 pages</td>
<td>Case report</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mora and Monteiro (2010)33</td>
<td>Vulnerability to STIs/ HIV: sociability and the life trajectories of young women who have sex with women in Rio de Janeiro</td>
<td>Culture, Health and Sexuality, English, 9 pages</td>
<td>Interviews, participant observation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bertolin et al. (2010)35</td>
<td>Knowledge of women who have sex with women about human papillomavirus</td>
<td>Cogitare: Enfermagem, Portuguese, 5 pages</td>
<td>Questionnaire survey</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Valadão and Gomes (2011)36</td>
<td>Female homosexuality in health: from invisibility to violence</td>
<td>Physio: Revista de Saúde Coletiva, Portuguese, 16 pages</td>
<td>Review of articles and documents</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mora and Monteiro (2013)37</td>
<td>Female homosexuality, young people and vulnerability to STI/Aids</td>
<td>Estudos Feministas, Portuguese, 21 pages</td>
<td>Interviews, participant observation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carvalho et al. (2013)38</td>
<td>Prevention of sexually transmitted diseases by homosexual and bisexual women</td>
<td>Online Brazilian Journal of Nursing, English, 10 pages</td>
<td>Semi-structured interviews</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carvalho et al. (2013)39</td>
<td>The device ‘health of lesbian women’: (in) visibility and rights</td>
<td>Psicologia Política, Portuguese, 16 pages</td>
<td>Critical review</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

We came across some of the review participants through database searches for articles related to our main topic of interest. As we expected the number of articles to be small, we aimed...
We then turned our attention to what was making them act. We refer to this as the review participants ‘surroundings’ or ‘environment’—even as their ‘context’. However, with regard to the latter of these terms, it is important to emphasise something. The word ‘context’ is often associated with the words ‘cultural’, ‘economic’ or ‘sociopolitical’, as a general dimension that explains actions. Our notion of ‘context’ was rather the opposite. It was very narrow and uncertain. We took the actor as a starting point to observe and describe ‘context’—the associations that were enabling the review participants’ action. The ‘context’ was the direct relationship that made their actions possible: the conditions necessary for action to occur. We did not know what these ‘contexts’ might be at the onset of the study, but these gradually became a main focus of our attention. We recognised that the act of publishing an article was influenced by surrounding conditions, as for instance claims made in other papers, which in turn deserved investigation.

The paper authored by Reis et al.31 was crucial in this respect. It is a case report. In health research, case reports have the function of exploring singular events, investigating events in depth, or raising the importance of something.32 Reis’ report raises the issue that there is a chance for sexual transmission of disease between women:

Both women denied past history of STDs [sexually transmitted diseases] and heterosexual intercourse; but they did declare previous relationships with digital-vaginal and digital-anal practices, as well as vulvar and oral-to-oral contact. Biopsy results for lesions of the lips and vulvas revealed condyloma acuminata.35

Condylomata acuminata is one of the conditions associated with the human papillomavirus (HPV), a virus connected to several sexually transmitted infections, including genital and oral warts.34 In addition, HPV is described as having oncogenic potential.35 The paper by Reis et al contains four photographs: one showing multiple and confluent warts on a vulva, one depicting gum warts and two presenting microscopic images of these lesions.36 The patient in this case referred to herself as lesbian. In the text, she is said to represent the WSW category (women who have sex with women). It is clearly important that she declared that she had been in a stable relationship with a woman for the 16 months preceding the study and that both she and her partner claimed to have never had sex with men. The article states that the woman was a ‘WSW with intact hymen’,37 thus emphasising the assertion that she had never had heterosexual intercourse. This emphasis is made because the article draws attention to a significant finding: the woman had contracted a sexually transmitted disease although she had only had sex with other women. By emphasising this association, this case report becomes evidence that STDs may be sexually transmitted between women.

The perspective that an actor is made to act led us to explore the surrounding conditions that allowed for the publication of Reis et al. We noticed that their case report would only be worth writing and publishing in surroundings where sexual transmission of diseases between women was considered an extraordinary event. This perspective turned our observation to these surroundings: the other papers we were reading. They did indeed state that sexual transmission between women was something unknown. We inferred that the ‘context’ necessary for the publication of Reis et al was made up of this very claim.

Bertolin et al.38 is an example of this ‘context’. This study evaluates the knowledge women who have sex with other women have about HPV and states that women do not know that they can acquire HPV by having sex with other women. Here we started to realise that the principle of observing the condition of existence of statements and claims in our papers, and the conditions allowing their publication, as we had done with Reis et al, was useful. It provided us with a way of connecting the articles to each other without having to summarise their information.

We also observed for the first time the relationship between claims in the papers and the general knowledge about their ‘findings’. In addition to the connections between the articles we could now see, this rather unusual way of working had provided us with a way to move forward.

Sex with women, sex with men

In recognising the participating articles as actors made to act, we could observe the ways in which they influenced each other. Instead of asking what a given text was saying, we started to ask why it had been published in the first place. We asked what were the surrounding conditions that allowed the paper’s claims to have meaning.

A first and obvious way of seeking understanding of what motivates the publication of an article, or the claims it makes, is to pay attention to the reasons stated by its authors. Articles usually base their arguments in other articles. This is habitually done by presenting a quote, inserting a name (or a number) after it, and making a list of these names under the heading ‘references’.39 Like we did just now. However, we also noticed that many arguments justifying the publication of articles had no references. In scientific articles, the practice of referencing seems to be associated with the confidence in the claim made.40 When an argument is contested, or when there is doubt around it, the practice of referencing seems to enhance the factuality of the claim. Conversely, in the case a paper makes a claim that requires no discussion, there is less of a need to reference it. In the following (translated) quote for instance, Barbosa and Koyama did not provide any citation:

The emergence of the epidemics of AIDS exposes a growing preoccupation with sexuality, particularly issues related to male homosexuality. Yet, female homosexuality and its relationship with health was kept marginal to this process.41

In attending to the associations between claim making and the practice of referencing, we also observed that absences—that is, a lack of scientific knowledge or publications about a topic—were often not documented. Often, when an absence was claimed, articles had no way of referencing it. Pinto et al provides an example:

The frequencies of different sexually transmitted diseases (STD) and risk factors related to gynecological cancer among women who have sex with women (WSW) in Brazil is little known.42

It is interesting to note that the motivation for the study carried out by Pinto et al is a claim in its own. The references presented throughout the paper relate to studies about the frequency of STDs abroad. Pinto et al claimed that the topic they were investigating was ‘little known’ in Brazil. This claim enabled the study to justify itself. The absence of previous studies created a medium—a context—that permitted tests to be carried out among Brazilian same-sex attracted women in order to detect and quantify the presence of sexually transmitted infections among them. In the Pinto paper, these tests had been translated into frequencies of trichomoniasis, bacterial vaginosis, fungal infections, chlamydia, hepatitis, abnormal Pap smears, HPV infections and HIV. The authors had also carried out a questionnaire survey in
order ‘to identify data relating to possible risk factors for STD/ HIV’.43 Risk factors were translated into: having sex with men in addition to having sex with women, not using condoms, sharing sex toys and having sexual intercourse while menstruating.44 All these activities and practices were said to be related to the possibility of being infected. Pinto et al claimed that something that had been happening in other countries, happened in Brazil as well.45 Women who had sex with women may have sex with men too and could thus get infected with STDs.

When comparing Pinto et al with Reis et al, we observed that there was a time lapse between the two publications. Also, while Pinto examined the occurrence of sex with men among the same-sex practicing women they studied, and linked this to a risk for STDs, Reis suggested that even sex between women could bring about transmission of such diseases. It became clear for us that a connecting element existed between the two papers: for both review participants, the possibility of infection was framing the work of research and publication. We noted that this argument was still controversial, because whenever the possibility of infection was mentioned, there was a need to provide references.

Yet, we arrived at an even more captivating inference in draft two. There was a strong association between the new ‘evidence of infection’, and the assumption that a lack of knowledge about this possibility exists. We observed that only Bertolin et al engages in evaluating knowledge about sexually transmitted infections. In the other articles, the possibility of infection as a new established fact becomes the foundation to claim that very little is known about it. In the following, we have listed some examples of how this occurred in the papers:

► In Reis et al: ‘This case report clearly illustrates the need for specific orientation about HPV infection targeted at women who have sex with women (WSW)’.46
► In Pinto et al: ‘It is evident that there is a need for healthcare professionals to be correctly informed and sensitive toward the healthcare of WSW’.47
► In Barbosa and Facchini (translated): ‘The lack of knowledge in Brazil about the health needs of this population is evident’.48
► In Mora and Monteiro: ‘The notion of STI and HIV risk is not well developed among women who have sex with women’.49

From this understanding, we identified a thin grid holding our review participants together: the work of publishing was, in one way or another, connected to the possibility of infection among same-sex attracted women plus a shortage of information about that very possibility. Figure 1 illustrates these connections. We have placed inside circle A the different activities the papers claim make infection possible. For our review participants, these activities worked as means through which the possibility of infection comes to exist. Circle B contains the different persons and settings where the ‘need for information’ about these possibilities was allocated in the papers. We noted that we could associate one or more items in A with one or more items in B. Through this exercise, we were able to identify a basic structure in the process of making claims in the articles under review: the assertion that ‘need for information’ existed (for instance among women themselves or among healthcare providers) was dependent on the existence of the ‘possibility of infection’. In other words: the claims in circle B were dependent on the evident existence of items in circle A.

We further noticed that once a relationship between A and B had been established, the papers were free to focus their attention on the circumstances surrounding this relationship. In the publication by Barbosa and Facchini, for instance, claims are generated on the basis of an association between A and B. The paper argues that women who have sex with women have ‘difficulties in accessing healthcare’,50 specified as gynaecological care. By looking at the condition of existence of this claim, we could observe the presence of the underlying association between A and B as an established fact. Consider the following example (translated) from the paper:

Amor those [interviewed women] with none, or few and irregular consultations, it was very common to refer to a lack of ‘necessity’ [of going to the doctor]. The argument included: a ‘lack of need’ due to ‘not being at risk’ and ‘not having symptoms’.

The logic in this quote is: because the interviewed women asserted that they did not need healthcare (they stated that they were not at risk and/or that they did not have symptoms), it affected their search for healthcare. The ‘lack of necessity’ is an argument producing ‘none or few and irregular consultations’.

When we analysed the conditions of existence for the claims in

![Figure 1](image-url)
the paper, we observed the existence of the association between A and B as a foundation. The article’s claim is produced based on the established understanding that women are at risk but do not know about this risk. In this scenario, where the association between A and B already exists, not searching for healthcare becomes a problem. Since the association between A and B is already in place, it allows the article to question the women’s argument (lack of necessity) and recast it (1) as women’s misconceptions and (2) as causing women not to access healthcare.

Until this point, we were pleased with our ethnographic approach and with the freedom we had gained from the principle of treating articles as study participants. However, we slowly came to recognise that in our approach to articles as participants and looking at their surroundings, we had gradually introduced a bias, a sort of favouritism, in our reflections: the health of same-sex attracted women in Brazil, our main study object, was slowly evaporating from our text. Taking Barbosa and Facchini52 again as an example. As we highlighted the conditions of existence of this paper’s claims, it seemed that we had left out the claims themselves. In other words, was there really a possibility of infection? Was it a problem if lesbian women did not search for healthcare? Were we ignoring the papers’ content by only looking into their ‘context’? Our overarching question now became: what is the relationship between the claims in the papers and the reality outside of them? This question led us to start anew.

DRAFT THREE

While we had initially meant to write a single review article, we now came to consider splitting the manuscript so that it would become two different but related articles. The first would provide a theoretical foundation for the way we were investigating written texts, and the second would contain a practical application of the theory explored in the first. The possibility of writing two articles provided opportunity for an investigation of theories about translation and knowledge production and about philosophy of language. We used these theories to expand our understanding of existence of articles as actors by exploring not only the conditions of existence of the health of Brazilian same-sex attracted women in the literature, but by investigating our study object itself and tracing the relationship between the articles and the realities outside of them.

While we first explored philosophy as a tool to understand properties of texts, we later came to recognise its practical application. One of the articles we were reading contained a feature that was particularly helpful in this respect. Almeida is an article based on an ethnographic study among lesbian activists.53 Throughout the article, the author applies the term ‘lesbian body’ (in Portuguese: corpo lésbico), which is said to encompass how the participants in the study presented their bodies and their health claims in a setting of political activism. However, the participants in the study had never used this term themselves. It was an invented term, manufactured by the author in the writing process:

The lesbian body was a fiction (…) sanctioned by the need to understand how a certain group (strategic in publicly establishing a lesbian identity) thinks itself. (…) I have tried to show how— in a certain political and cultural scenario—a group of individuals who are leading a social movement in expansion represented their bodies and their health needs. (translated)54

From philosophy of language, we have applied to Almeida’s ‘lesbian body’ two main concepts: (1) Jacques Derrida’s notion of inscription55 and (2) the notion of intertextuality, a term first coined by Kristeva.56 While the reflections about inscription follow below because this concept played a substantial role in draft three, intertextuality only emerged in our last draft, and is thus described later in this paper.

Inscription

The notion of inscription pertains to the process of translating events into objects.

In Almeida’s article, the experiences participants shared with the researcher, the events that took place during fieldwork and the relationships between researcher and researched are not replicated in the text, but translated into a written entity. They are inscribed into—embedded and imprinted in—a textual form: the expression ‘lesbian body’.

The process of inscription is more than just describing events that have occurred, transcribing interviews that have been carried out or writing down meanings that have been understood. It is the process of making something transitory into something durable and portable.57 Because the manufacturing of the ‘lesbian body’ is so clear in Almeida’s text, it highlights the inscription process, the transformation of events into a written entity.

Derrida’s notion of inscription, however, suggests that the processes entailed in translating events into this kind of durable object ‘forbid at any moment, or in any sense, that a simple element be present in and of itself’.58 In other words, the textual entity, the ‘lesbian body’, can never correspond to each event that participated in its creation. It can provide us with traces of what has happened along the way, but it cannot replicate every occurrence one-to-one.59 The manufactured ‘lesbian body’ is not capable of bringing us face to face with everything that happened in the past. The interviewed women continued to exist after the interviews had taken place, as did the researcher and the device used to record the conversations. But the exact configuration of what happened is absent. We cannot recollect the past. Everything that happened is now translated into a written form, the ‘lesbian body’. The lesbian body was never a woman, nor a group of women; it came into being when the text about what happened in the past was created.

The implications of the notion of inscription applied to the ‘lesbian body’ are both simple and revealing. They helped us to understand that although the ‘lesbian body’ contained traces of events that had happened, to comprehend it as a direct link with an outside reality, that is, past events, would be mistaken. Returning to the question we asked ourselves above, the reason for this philosophical inquiry—is there really a possibility of infection—we now had the means to answer it with confidence. The articles we were reading contained traces of it. But to recognise these traces as pure reality, and to forget the processes through which events were crafted into information in the articles, was not tenable.

We concluded that the notion of inscription enabled two main understandings that we could take forward: (1) the ‘lesbian body’ comes into being by means of the text, it is dependent on the text, and (2) the ‘lesbian body’ contains a multiplicity of traces of events, women, researcher and interviews. The effect of these two main points, however—which has implications for the way scientific reviews (in general) are often carried out—we only realised in draft four when we arrived at the notion of intertextuality. Thus, we leave this argument open for now, reengaging with it at the end of the article.
Vulnerability produced

As the ‘lesbian body’ was an evident effect of the inscription process, we decided to follow it, and to observe the associations out of which it was made. We could observe that the ‘lesbian body’ was able to assume different features, depending on the scenario in which it was participating. For instance, in relation to the HIV epidemic in Brazil, the ‘lesbian body’ assumed the feature of invisibility:

Until the 1990’s in Brazil, the possibility of infection of the “lesbian body” was not taken into consideration in the public arena of Aids (in health policies and in the repertoire of the homosexual movement itself). This invisibility was also closely related to the ways in which epidemiology understood the transmission chain of the virus: ruled by the idea that sharing corporeal fluids was necessary—the absence of penetration and contact with corporeal fluids made the “lesbian body” averse to HIV infection, inversely proportional to the “gay body” at the centre of the epidemic. (translated)

Because the ‘lesbian body’ is said to be unfit for penetration by corporeal fluids, which in turn are said to contain the virus, it had no opportunity to be infected by HIV. When the HIV epidemic is the stage, the ‘lesbian body’ is invisible. The lack of the distinguishing male features of its counterpart—the ‘gay body’—is the main feature of the ‘lesbian body’. In contrast, when placed within health policies pertaining to women, the ‘lesbian body’ acquires female features:

It is about the perception that the “lesbian body” is, before anything else, a feminine body (gendered) and thus, similar to other feminine bodies that historically, in the light of gynecology and hygiene, were seen as intrinsically pathological. In this way, lesbians were recognized as vulnerable to STD and Aids because of their gender specificities—anatomic and/or cultural—that inevitably attach them to a feminine gender. Thus, gonorrhea in women is harder to detect than in men, because in women it is internal, while in men it is easier to see. (translated)

When the context is healthcare for women, the ‘lesbian body’ is said to have feminine characteristics, endowed with the same features as those that pertain to all women: the same possibility of being infected with STDs and AIDS. Considered as that of a woman, the ‘lesbian body’ is, in this context, anatomic and culturally female, internal, where diseases can hide.

In accounting for the conditions of existence of the ‘lesbian body’ in both scenarios, we could understand this entity as part of the association between the ‘possibility of infection’ (A) with the allocated ‘need for information’ (B) produced in draft two. Once the association between A and B had been established, the ‘lesbian body’ could be made to fit with the scenario. And it seems to be made to fit to highlight vulnerabilities. For instance, in a scenario where HIV can infect the ‘lesbian body’ (i.e., the possibility of infection is established by any of the practices inside circle A), but this body is not visible (because there is a shortage of information allocated in some or any of the place-holders in circle B), the ‘lesbian body’ is vulnerable. In addition, in a scenario where lesbians can be infected by STDs just as all other women can (A), but healthcare providers do not know of or disregard this possibility (B), the ‘lesbian body’ is vulnerable. In both settings, therefore, the ‘lesbian body’ is made to fit—as either invisible or female—with that which is vulnerable.

We thus concluded that in relation to our ethnographic approach to scholar articles conceived of as actors made to act, we now had a better grasp of the practices at work through which the health of same-sex attracted women comes into being. First, we noticed the work of establishing the association between the ‘possibility of infection’ (A) with an allocated ‘need for information’ (B), as described in draft two. Second, in applying the notion of inscription, it was possible to observe that the lesbian body as vulnerable is crafted of this relationship between A and B. Through the text, by means of the text, vulnerability is the inscription of the association between A and B.

At this point, we had come to realize that it was possible to apply the philosophical theories we had explored at length in draft three to understand the content of the papers in a very concrete way. We were therefore motivated to abandon the idea of writing two articles, as we had planned when we started working on draft three, and to proceed with the compilation of our reflections so far into a single and final draft.

DRAFT FOUR: WHEN WE ARRIVED AT A CLOSURE

The notion of inscription has left us with an open end to close. What are the effects of understanding that the ‘lesbian body’ contains traces of events, experiments, viruses, interviews and so on? Or, in other words, what are the consequences of recognizing that the findings in our participating articles contain traces of the events giving origin to them? A critical point in Derrida’s theory is that it opposes the idea that the written entity (which in our case is the ‘lesbian body’) is a storage medium, or a direct link with an outside reality. In other words, that the written entity is a neutral representation of an original object. If we come to terms with this philosophical argument, there is no original object to begin with. If we again take the lesbian body as example, there is no original ‘lesbian body’, only interviews between women and researcher left in the past, translated into written material.

To accept this philosophical claim is by no means to claim that interviews did not take place, or that lesbian women are not really vulnerable. (Or, if we bring up again the reflections about representation in ethnography, that the culture out there does not really exist.) It is a way to remind us that what we have at hand when reading a paper is the outcome of a series of transformations. In effect, the use of such philosophical intakes provided us with a system to take up scientific articles and recast them objectively: as mediators between that which has happened and that which continues to happen. We have used philosophical concepts to reassess the obvious: That papers are papers. The most appealing outcome in this approach, however, is the ability to recognize the participation of these objects in the manufacturing of realities. Just as in the example from anthropology (that culture is dependent on the ethnographic account), so also in our case: the vulnerability of same-sex attracted women in Brazil is dependent on, is mediated through, the work carried out by the articles we studied.

We find that the ethnographic approach we have used has multiplied the ways in which the health of same-sex attracted women in the Brazilian published literature can be grasped. Because once vulnerability came into being through the work of publishing, we could again ask what are the surroundings in which such a claim can be made. In this last and final draft, we applied the concept of intertextuality to the lesbian body, in order to take into account the associations participating once the lesbian body could be claimed as vulnerable. From intertextuality, we employ the general notion of several texts within the text, in which the lesbian body can be explained as an intersection of textual surfaces and an intersection of other texts. The following quotation is again taken from Almeida’s abstract:

The epidemic contributed to this continuing invisibility, due to strong beliefs in which the “lesbian body” would be the only one immune

to the infection through the sexual via. The hypothesis guiding this paper is based on the idea that lesbians vulnerability is the “passport” for affirmation/inclusion of a certain identity mark in public policies agenda.66

The notion of intertextuality makes it possible to conclude that within the studied articles we could identify other texts, which we had no direct access to. Alongside the associations we had already described—the A and B claim making structure, and the invisible and female features—we could now recognise a political text as co-participant in the manufacturing of a vulnerable ‘lesbian body’. The notion of intertextuality conceives of the creation of a text as a reading and absorption of the anterior literary corpus, as a dialogue with other texts.67 Texts are more than written entities. They embody everything else that was surrounding the creation of the text, as for instance thought, history and political circumstances.68 Because interviews take place at a certain place and time in history, they inevitably respond to and dialogue with the environment in which they happened. Blood tests are required in a certain setting, and produced in relation to this setting. In the case of this review, the setting was a political one.

While identifying that political texts participate in scientific projects may not represent a fresh insight, intertextuality has provided us with a way to trace the political action of scientific publications. By applying both the notion of inscription and the concept of intertextuality to the ‘lesbian body’, we could make a final claim: in the papers we studied, vulnerabilities and the findings endorsing them are the outcome of a process that involves the transformation of events into scientific publications with political implications.

This is not to say that the scientific is coming about only to fulfill sheer political aims. In our review, it means to recognise that a lot more than interviews, tests and scientific publication take part in establishing that same-sex attracted women are vulnerable. The notion of intertextuality blurred the separation between science and politics. The political does not precede the scientific. Political subjectivities are necessary parts in the objective scientific endeavour. Intertextuality enabled a transformation of the line dividing these two arenas into a juncture. A scientific vulnerability became political. The practice of publishing evidence is a political practice.

Final considerations

At the end, let us briefly reflect on the pathways we have chosen to follow in this review, and where these ways have gotten us.

This paper differs from and challenges conventional methods for reviewing scientific and scholarly literature. We did not provide a summary of the main findings about female homosexuality and health in Brazil. We did not argue that same-sex attracted women are at risk for this or that disease.

Yet, this challenge is not an opposition in itself. We have decided to operate in a system of thought in which making such claims would have no meaning. We chose to refrain from assuming that because publications state risks of diseases, one can infer that same-sex attracted women in Brazil are exposed to these risks. However, we proceed this way not to attack such deductions as bad research practice. Rather, by refraining from accepting an interchangeable link between papers and realities outside them, we highlighted that these deductions are assumptions. We wished only to remind the reader and ourselves that the processes and changes happening between bench and bedside, between testing blood and writing papers, between interviewing women and creating textual entities, are often forgotten.

In this paper, we did not come to conclusions about the health of same-sex attracted women living in Brazil. In our way of thinking, we could only make conclusions about publications, about texts that came to be produced after meeting and interviewing women. This does not mean that we have nothing to say about the worlds outside the papers we analysed. The claims we made—that health vulnerabilities are both scientific and political—highlight nuances often dismissed in medical and scientific practices. If the political, as we observed, participates as a co-creator of scientific knowledge, to take on science as a neutral endeavour may have unintended consequences.
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NOTES

6. ibid., 37.
14. Although we borrow the example of anthropology, we highlight that similar reflections on representation have happened across many different fields.
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